ACROSS
1. Creche floor covering
6. Dessert wine
10. Brings home
14. Letter from Larissa
15. Little bit of everything
16. The surrounding neighborhood
17. "Who ____ last?"
18. Record collector's curio
20. Middle East statesman Anwar
21. Improves
22. Sea shell seller
24. Giggly Muppet
25. Extremely disinterested
30. Central Park force
34. Letters in many Protestant church names
35. Alternative reader name
36. Horrible
37. Romania's currency
38. Christmas figure whose prominent feature appears four times in this puzzle
42. Drummer's setup
43. "Kids" band
45. Protagonist of the YA book "Hush, Hush"
46. ___ Rap (Lil' Peep's genre)
47. Brownie's decorative band
48. 2004 curse breakers
51. Badder than bad
53. Prohibition repealer
54. Tacked on
58. Wall-climbing plants
62. Event with a caller
63. Franco's five
64. Out of one's gourd
65. Prelude to a recount
66. ___ Bell (Anne Brontë's pseudonym)
67. "___ Christmas" (classic holiday song)
68. Bela Lugosi's role in "Son of Frankenstein"
69. Buttercup kin

DOWN
1. Health class topics
2. Mother of Eos and Helene
3. Use a Nook
4. "Finally!"
5. Unit of energy equivalent to 3,600 joules
6. Francis's title
7. Ken of "The Man In the High Castle"
8. More loaded
9. Invoice bottom lines
10. Insignificant amount of time
11. Pennsylvania lake
12. "Far From You" author Sharpe
13. Egg holder
19. Albuquerque sch.
23. Accusatory phrase
25. Lip applications
26. Watch name
27. Biting midges
28. Conclusion
29. Near-eternities
31. "That can't be good!"
32. Simply the best
33. Dry out
39. Sodom escapee
40. Tenure holder, for short
41. Golf's equalizer
44. Time traveler's destination
48. Using only 1s and 0s
49. Racetrack has been
50. Dead zone message
52. Having veins
54. Shade similar to electric blue
55. Sets (down)
56. Danish shoe brand
57. Animal with hoofs
59. Digging a lot
60. Milton Friedman's subj.
61. "Call Me By Your Name" studio
62. Colin Jost's show
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